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Antalya Jeep Safari
With a full-day Antalya Jeep Safari tour, explore the untouched natural beauties of Antalya for a whole day.
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Antalya Jeep Safari Tour 

Before enjoying this special Antalya Jeep Safari event, you have a preparation session to have a complete fullfilment. 

Firstly, since your health needs to be protected, do not forget to put your hat, sunglasses and sun cream into your bag: We will be
travelling under the sun rays. 

If this step is done, then, do not forget to bring your swimsuit and towel (or other equipment that you like to use while swimming)
to guarantee to have fun fully. And also, be sure that the charge of your camera and phone is full and they are ready to capture
those incredible moments. 

Before the Tour 

After picking you up from your hotel, we will drive to the beginning point of the daily Antalya Jeep Safari tour. 

In there, basically, the meeting session will be provided by your personal guide, and detailed information about the track, route,
stops and the jeeps that you will use is given by him. 

Yet, before learning the details, you may want to know that basic information: The jeep is a 4×4 off-road vehicle, the capacity of it
is for 4, 6 or 8 people; and the whole route is 140 kilometers. 

With this amazing combination, and of course, with the ones that you love, you will have a great experience during your Antalya
jeep safari. Thus, let’s see what comes next. 

Yumaklar Village 

During the tour, we will pass by small Turkish villages and have the chance to get the traditional vibe of these humble lives. At the
altitude of 920 meters, we will stop at one of them; specifically at Yumaklar Village, and in there, you will learn about the life style,
routines and information about the place. Surely, the sincerity will warm your heart while you are learning about new cultures. 

The Lunch 

If our jeeps are full of fuel to move, we need ours, too! Thus, we will enjoy the dishes of a Turkish restaurant which will provide a
menu for us that consists of grilled fish or chicken, salad and seasonal fruits. If you know the fame of Turkish cuisine, you can
easily guess how much you will enjoy your meal. After this delicious break, we will be ready to hit the roads again!

The Off-Road Antalya Jeep Safari 

At the terrain of Taurus Mountain, we will drive and drive… Though valleys, rivers, forests and nature, we will be enjoying the
combination of the powerful machine and powerful sights. As a whole convoy, we will get pleased by this journey for hours. Of



course, we will take photographs as much as possible to immortalize these precious moments. 

Ucansu Waterfall 

Imagine clean, fresh and crystalized waters of a waterfall and to be able to relax inside of its pool: Ucansu Waterfall will provide
that. It is a fountain of a natural shaped pool which will allow you to swim inside of it. 

After a long time during on the way, this special break will make you feel like a brand-new person. Thus, listen the rattles of the
waterfall, relax in the water and enjoy the whole view of the place. 

After our time ends in Ucansu Waterfall, we will start driving to return and give back the jeeps. At the field, we will say goodbye to
the instructors; and then, you will be picked by our fully-equipped car to take you to your hotel. 

When you get there, you can rest and remember the matchless moments of your Antalya Jeep Safari! 

If you like the program, you can book it online; or if you have questions, you can contact us whenever you want.
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